ORGANIZE COMMITTEE TO BOOST CONFERENCE

Will Campaign for Delegates During Week of May 6—Expect Large Attendance

START POSTER COMPETITION

According to the authorities and publishers of the “Pennsylvanian,” the organizational work, the planning of the event, the committee hopes to have a large number of University students and other families involved in the conference. Fifty has been set as the minimum number of students. At this point, this quota has not been reached, and that this quota will be exceeded will not be difficult. Several times in past months a large number of students have been larger than that of any other organization.

A poster committee is in session, which makes and a price of five dollars is offered in the sale of the poster. It is believed by the authorities that the cost will be advertised the conference. The posters are expected to be submitted to J. V. Lovitt by May 5. Several other committees have been set up. At present posters are being distributed around the campus, and are well on the way to giving the Pennsylvania touch to the entire campus. The posters are not connected with the committee of events, but are distributed by the students.

The life at the conference is an easy one for the students. There are three distinct sides to the gathering. Primarily the group of campus men in college are giving the great problems of the day, and are trying to give a message to the country and the Northfield Conference. There is a third side of the family, and it is the life of the students.

ATHLETICS

Athletics are prominent at Northfield, as a wonderful opportunity is present for all of the students. The inter-collegiate baseball team and a team of football players are under the direction of John M. Curtiss, president of the Class of 1917, and John M. Curtiss, president of the Class of 1917, and James H. M. Just, Jr., president of the Class of 1917. The two teams are in a position to give the Pennsylvania name to the entire university.

The Interclass games will wind up the spring football work. Although the team is not reporting, they will be pitted against a team representing Pennsylvania. The team will be made up of students from the Freshman and Sophomore classes.

FRESH SOPH DEBATE POSTPONED

Amidst the men who have recently enlisted the campus after active service in the United States Army, the Junior Class, under Capt. W. H. Whitney, “20-22,” who served as communications officer in the Army as ambulance drivers, has been selected to represent Pennsylvania in the national debate tournament. The Junior Class will be represented by Capt. W. H. Whitney, “20-22,” who served as communications officer in the Army as ambulance drivers, and Capt. W. H. Whitney, “20-22,” who will represent the Pennsylvania debate team.

Winning the first round of the tournament, the Junior Class will be pitted against a team representing Pennsylvania. The team will be made up of students from the Freshman and Sophomore classes. The team will be pitted against a team representing Pennsylvania. The team will be made up of students from the Freshman and Sophomore classes.

FRESHMEN DEBATE POSTPONED

Amidst the men who have recently enlisted the campus after active service in the United States Army, the Junior Class, under Capt. W. H. Whitney, “20-22,” who served as communications officer in the Army as ambulance drivers, has been selected to represent Pennsylvania in the national debate tournament. The Junior Class will be represented by Capt. W. H. Whitney, “20-22,” who served as communications officer in the Army as ambulance drivers, and Capt. W. H. Whitney, “20-22,” who will represent the Pennsylvania debate team.

Winning the first round of the tournament, the Junior Class will be pitted against a team representing Pennsylvania. The team will be made up of students from the Freshman and Sophomore classes. The team will be pitted against a team representing Pennsylvania. The team will be made up of students from the Freshman and Sophomore classes.

FRESHMEN DEBATE POSTPONED

Amidst the men who have recently enlisted the campus after active service in the United States Army, the Junior Class, under Capt. W. H. Whitney, “20-22,” who served as communications officer in the Army as ambulance drivers, has been selected to represent Pennsylvania in the national debate tournament. The Junior Class will be represented by Capt. W. H. Whitney, “20-22,” who served as communications officer in the Army as ambulance drivers, and Capt. W. H. Whitney, “20-22,” who will represent the Pennsylvania debate team.

Winning the first round of the tournament, the Junior Class will be pitted against a team representing Pennsylvania. The team will be made up of students from the Freshman and Sophomore classes. The team will be pitted against a team representing Pennsylvania. The team will be made up of students from the Freshman and Sophomore classes.
to ever consider going to a decided enemy. When we come to look over all the "vile" actions planned against the Wharton School by this Morris-family group, we have but one suggestion to make. The trustees should attend to these young radicals before they hurt themselves or any one else. Those who so deliberately show the freedom of the press must have a little guidance.

Now that the Kaiser is to be tried by a world court, the devil had better hire a few extra stokers. Also, there will probably be some difficulty in selecting a jury, every one wants to serve.

Some campus fractionalists, said that they would entertain wounded soldiers and they did so. Others did the saying, but as yet have acted not. At tonight's meetings plans should be more definitely made to put the thing across. A large committee is not necessary, but each chapter should send one delegate to Shickley (now phone or write), just next month, with instructions to bring back three or four wounded men with him. You will enjoy the company of these fine fellows. They'll make you feel glad that you have brought Victory Bonds to your limit.

"The plays the thing," so we have always heard. And now there seems to be a deliberate attempt on foot to run the "thing" into the ground. During the week of May 12, no less than five campus organizations will give plays devoted to the memory of the fallen. We are all proud of University history; but five plays in six days is a pace too speedy for success. Business managers will probably be killed at that rate. You can gain nothing by weeping over split liquid, but as yet have acted not. At tonight's meetings plans should be more clearly made, and the winner will be the one that can put the thing across.

Business managers will probably add their voices to those of the students to-night. Cooperation is the key to this fiasco.
For Your Spring Clothes

For Weekend Trips, Golfing, Tennis, Motorizing, Mountain and Seashore Wear, a Special Suit Is Necessary. The Fabrics Should Be tweeds, home-spuns or flannel—something that looks the part. We have stunning effects for these smart suits and really feel you should see them.

Engage picturesque suits (white) is one of our specialties.

PYLE, INNES & BARBIERI
Leading College Tailors
1115 WALNUT STREET

A Steam Table and Pastry Shop

Established 1874

THE FRESHMAN REGULATIONS

FACILITATE REPORTING

The Sophomore Vigilance Committee wishes to make it clear that reporting violations is not to take advantage of the Pennsylvania, but to have every man in the University uphold the traditions of Pennsylvania which the committee is endeavoring to enforce. So far the Freshman Class has responded heartily to the appeal, but there are still many violations. As there are only about four weeks remaining before the burning of the Freshman caps, every student is urged to rigidly observe all the regulations.

HOLD BENEFIT DANCE FRIDAY.

To Aid Branch of Maternity Hospital.
Made by Horner's.

The Victoria Lunch
3715 Spruce St.
(app. Dorms.)

"A DINNER THAT IS A DINNER"

THE RANKIN CO.
COLLEGE JEWELERS AND STATIONERS

THE Fairmount Laundry
Special Attention
paid to students
247 S. Thirty-seventh Street
CREWS RESUME PRACTICE.

Coach Wright Getting Men Ready for Childs Cup Contest.

Regular practice of the crews was resumed again last night, when Coach Wright sent the men over the course in a practice race. The motorboat was in running order today for the first time in three weeks, and thus enabled the coach to follow the men on the course. All crews worked hard under the6 Thursday rest, and indications point that they will be in good shape for the Childs Cup race, on May 17. Coach Wright announced, however, that during the next three weeks strict training rules must be kept by all crews, if they wish to retain their seats.

More men are needed for the lightweight and second Freshman crews, as those eight will be given close attention from now on, and only a few crewmen are reporting regularly. As Annapolis has consented to let all men into hospital to the house, which resulted in profit both to the fraternity houses and the University for their efforts during the spring vacation. Plans for the entertainments of the wounded soldiers in Blockley at the solicitude of the committee, which resulted in profit both to the fraternity houses and the University. More men are needed for the lightweight and second Freshman crews, as these eight will be given close attention from now on, and only a few crewmen are reporting regularly. As Annapolis has consented to let all men into hospital to the house, which resulted in profit both to the fraternity houses and the University.

More Fraternities Wanted to Adopt Plan of Committee.

Events for the entertainment of the wounded soldiers in Blockley are temporarily halted on account of the closing of the fraternity houses during the spring vacation. With the reseption of alumni, however, the committee is trying to make this plan more popular. Many men were entertained before the recess, which resulted in profit both to the fraternity houses and the University. More men are needed for the lightweight and second Freshman crews, as those eight will be given close attention from now on, and only a few crewmen are reporting regularly. As Annapolis has consented to let all men into hospital to the house, which resulted in profit both to the fraternity houses and the University.

More men are needed for the lightweight and second Freshman crews, as those eight will be given close attention from now on, and only a few crewmen are reporting regularly. As Annapolis has consented to let all men into hospital to the house, which resulted in profit both to the fraternity houses and the University.